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Why Need to Capital Flight/Evasion?

In China, individuals can only take out a maximum of $50,000 USD out of China. 

How to Capital Flight? 

Casino (Gunter, 2017)

Misinvoicing import/exports (Gunter, 1996)
Misreported travel expenses (Wong, 2017)

$3.8 Trillion lost in 
past decade! 

(Forbes, 2017) 

Source: wikimedia



Bitcoin for Capital Flight?
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Research Question

Q1. Is Bitcoin used for capital flight?

A. Yes, we estimate one third of Chinese crypto exchange volume is capital flight.

Q2. What are the determinants of capital flight?

A. Positively correlated to Chinese economic policy uncertainty and the Bitcoin premium in Chinese 
Yuan





Data

Date Description Source

Bitcoin blockchain transactions with consolidated wallets
into users

Bitcoin blockchain transactions as extracted by Kondor et al. (2014) and extended to
February 2018.

Crypto exchange Bitcoin wallet addresses walletexplorer.com

Daily CNYUSD Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED)

Intraday Bitcoin prices in CNY and USD. Bitcoincharts.com

Exchange reported trades with timestamps Bitcoincharts.com

Economic Policy Uncertainty Index (China) http://www.policyuncertainty.com/

Average Bitcoin fees per transaction and number of
transaction per day

Calculated directly from blockchain data



Method: Classifying capital flight trades

• Every day, for each user we calculate the amount of net trading (buys less sells) to crypto 
exchanges (Chinese vs non-Chinese). The categories are:

• Net buyers (both): Users with net buying in both Chinese and non-Chinese exchanges.

• Net sellers (both): Users with net selling in both Chinese and non-Chinese exchanges. 

• Chinese only: Users that trade with Chinese exchanges and do not trade with non-Chinese 
exchanges

• Capital control trades: Users that net buy from Chinese exchanges and net sell at non-Chinese 
exchanges 

• Reverse capital control trades: Users that net sell from Chinese exchanges and net buy at non-
Chinese exchanges. 

• Other: Non-Chinese exchange users

Have considered classifying by past week/month trades instead of day and results still hold.



Determinants of Capital Flight
Dependant Variable: Bitcoin Daily Net Turnover Volume (USD)

Trader Type

Net Sellers Both Reverse Capital 
Flight Chinese Only Capital 

Flight Net Buyers Both

Δchinepu 396.686 -853.716 2,210.084*** 7,940.761*** -8,676.726**

(2,110.525) (1,354.849) (834.029) (1,161.542) (3,413.602)

chinprem -61,532.631* -16,860.986 51,507.087*** 12,2401.542*** 277,650.174**

(35,447.283) (17,131.633) (9,058.628) (17,637.146) (111,908.324)

ntrans 5.848 10.901 -4.931*** 36.847*** 51.239**

(8.569) (7.224) (1.675) (3.776) (20.295)

usdfeespertran 33,4705.981*** 267,618.214*** -54,910.21*** -376,964.13*** 6,215,482.055***

(85,377.479) (58,797.536) (15,901.572) (37,255.197) (450,609.778)

sqvol -810,288.024*** -191,752.275** -153,406.867*** -49,634.508 -546,195.069***

(120,053.314) (77,517.095) (4,4886.407) (59,017.808) (135,554.705)

dayid 4,175.755*** 921.612 2,676.486*** -1,549.131*** -2,760.181

(1,205.294) (1,147.549) (210.798) (507.311) (2,830.349)

Adj Rsq 0.1465 0.1708 0.1329 0.2882 0.7689

N 2,343 2,318 2,350 1,786 1,981

Δchinepu: Change in Chinese economic policy 
uncertainty index. The higher the more uncertainty.

chinprem: Chinese yuan premium in Bitcoin relative to 
USD. Positive means Chinese yuan price of Bitcoin 
converted into USD is higher than BTC/USD price.

Ntrans: number of Bitcoin transactions in day
USDfeespertran: USD fee for bitcoin network 
transaction to miners (higher the more constrained the 
network is)

Sqvol: Volatility, daily sum of squared 1min BTC/USD 
returns.

Dayid: number of days since the start of period. Used to 
measure increase in volume over time. 



Illicit Trading Logit Model

• Illegal user dummy from Foley, Karlsen and Putniņš (RFS 2019)

• Users with more daily reverse capital flight trading, more likely to be illegal. 
(i.e. Bitcoin being repatriated into CNY – why illegal?)

• Users with more daily capital flight trading less likely to be illegal.

Dependent Variable: Logit(illegal=1)

Variable Coefficient

ExchangeUser -0.2910

(0.2099)

ChinExchangeUser 0.154***

(0.0092)

Netseller_pct 0.018***

(0.0001)

Reverse_pct 0.017***

(0.0002)

Chineseonly_pct -0.001***

(0.0001)

Capflight_pct -0.007***

(0.0002)

Netbuyer_pct -0.003***

(0.0004)

Intercept 1.297***

(0.0013)

User account control variables Yes

Adj Rsq 0.0821

N Users 64,406,044

“The Zheng DTO laundered its drug proceeds in part by
using digital currency such as bitcoin, transmitted drug
proceeds into and out of bank accounts in China and Hong
Kong, and bypassed currency restrictions and reporting
requirements.”



Conclusion

• Provide evidence of Bitcoin capital flight in China, does not appear to be arbitrage or illicit 
trading.

• Chinese government shut down crypto exchanges in 2017, one of the important concern is 
capital flight. Chinese crypto trading dropped dramatically. 

• Still can buy crypto with CNY without exchanges, can still circumvent controls (e.g. P2P, 
decentralised exchanges)

• Would need to ban holding crypto, which may not be practical…

Source: Daily Mail 
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Thank you!



Other Things….
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• Weekly, fortnightly and monthly classification. 
Weak with monthly.

• Alternative clustering where an intermediary is 
used in between exchanges (next slide).



Other Things….
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